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MATH 220 Calculus I, II 
 
 
Concepts addressed:   
Demonstrate an intuitive understanding of the process of integration. 
 
Textbooks and other Learning Materials: Thomas’ Calculus, Early Transcendentals 11th Edition 
by Weir, Hass, and Giordano, Pearson, Addison Wesley.  Calculus Lite 2nd Edition by Frank 
Morgan, AK Peters.   
 

Chapter(s) to review for this concept:  5.3 and 5.5 in Thomas and Chapter 18 in Morgan. 
 

• Students who know how to find the areas of simple shapes can occasionally find quick, 

intuitive, answers to definite integrals.  That is because the definite integral ( )
b

a

f x dx∫   is 

the area from point a on the x-axis to point b on the x-axis bounded above by f(x) and be-
low by the x-axis itself.  Graphing the integrand may reveal that it bounds a simple trian-
gle, rectangle, circle, trapezoid, or some combination thereof.   

• The integral 
1

0

xdx∫  represents the area of a triangle of base and height equal to 1.  The 

value of the integral is therefore ½. The definite integral 
3
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9 x dx
−

−∫ graphs as a semicir-

cle of radius 3.  The value of the integral is the semicircle’s area which is πr2/2 = π·32/2= 
9π/2.  See Problems 15-26 on Page 380 of Thomas for more such problems. 

 
• The goal in most indefinite integration problems is to reduce a difficult integral to one 

whose solution can be written down immediately.  The simplest integral of all is 
.  All integrals can be reduced to it in the end.  For instance, since du u C= +∫

sin cosd x x
dx

= , we can write sin cosd x x dx= .  Now if we see cos xdx∫ , we can reduce 

it to the first form like this: cos sin sinxdx d x x C= = +∫ ∫ .   
 
• Let’s take a harder case: sin cosx xdx∫ .  We can recognize this as sin sinxd∫ x , which is 

just whose answer is udu∫
2

2
u C+ .  The answer to our original integral must therefore be 

2sin
2

x C+ .  See Calculus Lite for a development of this topic.     
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